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ABSTRACT
In a complete imaging system, consisting of a camera
and a camera lens, four black and white films, an enlarger,
a print made from each film and a number of observers, the
resultant images were judged subjectively. The system was
also evaluated by four acutance models.
When the acutance ratings were compared with the
sharpness ratings there was not a significant correlation
between the two ratings.
The author believes that there would be a better
correlation between the two ratings if the acutance models
were used under the same conditiobs and the same constants
as they were formulated under.
INTRODUCTION
When an enlargement is made from a negative there is a
finite degree of magnifaction before there is a significant
loss of quality. One of the importabt aspects of the
quality of the resultant image is its sharpness*. It would
be of greit practical value to be able to predict what the
image sharpness would be at a certain magnifaction. However
picture sharpness is not physically measurable. It is a
subjective concept. An objective correlate of sharpness is
what is needed.
Edward Crane devised such a model. He came up with
System Modulation Transfer (SMT) acutance which takes into
account the responses of the various elements in the system
by using the areas under the Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF) curves. Shingo Ooue suggested another model, one in
which the area under the MTF ordinate squared curve is used.
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R. G. Gendron developed a third model. In his model,
Cascaded Modulation Transfer (CMT) acutance, the area under
the system MTF curve is used. A fourth model Is one of
C. N. Nelson's. In this model the system MTF curve Is
found at the print surface and is related to the eye MTF
curve at the print surface.
The aim of this study is twofold, the first item under
2consideration being i Is the resultant image's maximum
viewing distance of acceptable sharpness dependent on the
film being used in the imaging system? The second and more
important aim is: For the system under test which acutance
method has the best correlation with sharpness?
The system under test Is composed of a camera, four
black and white films, an enlarger, a print made from each
film and a number of observers.
THEORETICAL. CONSIDERATION OF
ACUTANCE MODELS
SMT acutance by Edward Crane is based on a discovery by
Wolfe that the subjective sharpness perceived by an observer
is related to the width of the spread function in the image,
measured by the standard deviation of the spread function as
follows:
S = A - B log
cr2
where A and B are constants. The procedure is to relate the
standard deviation of the spread function of each element in
the system to the retina of the observer's eye through the
magnifaction between that element and the retina. However
the MTF curve of that element is more likely to be known
than the standard deviation of the spread function, so if
the MTF is considered to be half of the peak-normalized
Fourier transform of the spread function the standard
1
deviation is also equal to -|(27f)-T?divided by the area under
the MTF curve. This approximation is valid as long as the
shape of the spread function is Gaussian. To combine the
values, use is made of the principle that the variance of
the system is equal to the sum of the variances of the
elements, if the elements are Independent. Thus:
h1 p
SMT acutance = A - B logZ m /MTF area)
where m is the ratio of image width on the observer's
retina to the image width on the specified component. The
terms inside the parenthesis are less than unity giving rise
to negative logarithims, so each one is multiplied by 1000.
The constant then is approximately 200. The constant 3 was
adjusted to make a difference of one unit In SMT acutance
correspond to a just-perceptible difference in sharpness and
the constant A was chosen in order to provide a rating of
100 for a perfect system. The formula for System Modulation
Transfer acutance finally becomes:
observer
1og5/200 mi "ST< VMTF curve areaj)
SMT acutance = 120 - 25
i = camera
With the standard veiwing distance being three times the
width of the picture.
As it often happens in human affairs rated on a scale
rj^p <v of 100 Is excellent, a difference of less than one unit in
?<? *t*X
} 6rtrM^'fy^^
^^ acutance corresponds to an insignificant difference in
fX W "
"
>*vM^L
picture sharpness. In the absence of a comparison picture,
when the observer is more interested in the scene than in
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the system, an SMT acutance over 99 is excellent, over 90 Is
good, over 80 is fair and over 70 is passing.
There are a few assumptions in Crane's model that are
not totally valid. The elements in the system are not
entirely independent of each other. The spread function of
5each element is not necessarily a Gausian distribution. And
also, the model does not quite represent the way the eye
judges sharpness.
Shingo Ooue stated that the area under the MTF ordinate
squared curve is slightly superior to the area under the MTF
curve. This is due to the fact that the eye responds to
power and not amplitude. Therefore this model should have a
better correlation with sharpness.
R. G. Gendron determined a new model for determining
acutance. He did this because in recent years films having
adjacency effects designed into their chemical processes
reduce the effectiveness of SMT acutance. He found two main
deficiencies in the model. Crane's method requires the
total area of the MTF curves of the system elements. Since
the measured film MTF curves often do not have a complete
tail, a Gaussian tail is assigned in order to complete these
curves. This is done by using the last three MTF factors to
fit a Gaussian equation to these points by a method of least
squares. This method assumes that the last three factors
conform to a Gaussian curve, however in many instances in
which chemical adjancy effects occur these three points are
not Gaussian. Hence, poor approximations of the area under
the film MTF curve cause SMT acutances to lose correlation
with subjective sharpness.
The other defect in Crane's model is that the formula
does not allow for one of two films being compared to have a
6higher SMT acutance at one magnifaction and at the same time
the lower SMT acutance at a different magnifaction? vet, in
some viewing conditions this crossover does exist. This
defect arises from the fact that SMT uses the MTF curves as
seperate entities, and their summation being used to
characterize the width of the system spread function. If
the MTF curves were trully Gaussian Crane's procedure would
be valid.
Gendron's method Is based on the theory that MTF curves
cascade to form a system MTF curve. His Cascaded Modulation
Transfer (CMT) acutance formula is:
CMT acutance = 125 - 20 log (200/MTF
where m^ is multiplied by the absicissa of the MTF curve In
order to get the individual curves scaled to the MTF curve
of the eye. Then the individual curves are cascaded
together in order to form a system MTF curve, whose area is
used In the equation.
C. N. Nelson's model is similar to Gendron's model, in
that the curves are cascaded to form a system MTF curve.
However the curves are scaled to the print curve not the eye
curve. The area under this system MTF curve is divided by
the area under the MTF curve of the eye scaled to the print
curve and this quantity is related to sharpness by this
equation:
S = 100 + 53 log (A/Ar)
where A is the area under the system MTF curve and Ar is the
7area under the MTF eye curve. The interesting thing about
this model is that It is not based on Wolfe's equation as
all the other models are.
8EXPERIMENTAL
Being concerned with a projection print system, this
will require the following components to be in this system:
a test scene, camera and camera lens, black and white
negative films, enlarger and enlarging lens, photographic
print paper and a number of observers.
The MTF curves of the elements are needed. The MTF
curves of the black and white films (Kodak Panatoraic-X,
Kodak Plus-X Pan, Kodak Tri-X Pan, and Kodak 2^75 Recording)
as published by Kodak were used. The MTF curve for the eye
which was determined by Supra-Threshold data is the curve
determined by A. Watanabe. The assumption will be made
that the photographic paper has no effect on the projected
MTF. The MTF curves for both enlarger and enlarging lens,
and camera and camera lens will be found by means of edge
analysis.
An edge (NBS-CCE-017) was projected through the
enlarger onto Kodak High Contrast Copy Film 5069. The
enlarger (Beseler 23C #23-21962) with lens (Talyor Talon
1.3.5 f=50mm. #78560) was set to produce an eight times
magnifaction at the film plane. The film was exposed to the
projected edge for four seconds at f/8. This was the
computed exposure needed to put the edge on the straight
9line portion of the characteristic curve. A step wedge was
exposed to the film at the same time and the film was
processed in the same manner as when the film's MTF was
determined.
The edge for the camera (Nikkormat FTN #3789108) and
lens (Nikkor-s Auto 1.1.^ f=50mm. #750195) was a sheet of
Kodak Polycontrast Rapid RC paper processed to MaxD and
mounted on a white mount board thereby producing an edge.
The target and a reflection step wedge were illuminated by
Quartz lights (3^00K) set at a ^5 angle to the target with
the camera 80 centimeters from the edge. The camera lens
was set at f/5.6 and the shutter at \ second, which was the
computed exposure needed to put the edge on the straight
line portion of the charasteristic curve. The film (Kodak
High Contrast Copy Film 5069) was processed in the same
manner as when the film's MTF was determined.
The micro-densitometer used to obtain the traces of the
edges and step tablets was the Ansco Model IV with an
effective slit size of 1 m. by 300 m and a lateral
magnifaction of 508.
The result ent edges were analyzed by means of a
computer program. This program and its use are shown In
Appendix A.
The MTF curve of the film was divided out of the MTF
curves of the camera and enlarger. This is inorder to have
the MTF of that element alone. The MTF of the micro-
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densitometer can be assumed to be unity for the range of
frequencies In question and can therefore be disregarded.
The MTF's of the various elements were truncated at
the 10$ point and were linearly extrapolated to this point
if necessary. These MTF curves can be seen in Appendix B,
The test target chosen was of a pictorial nature. It
is a photograph of a dog lying on the grass, (figure 1)
The test target was illuminated by two Quartz lights
(3^00* K) set at *J-5 angles to the optical axis. The camera
was 80 centimeters away from the test target. The following
films were exposed to the target at the necessary exposure
at f/5.6 to put the target on the straight line portion of
the respective charasteristic curves: Kodak Panatomic-X Film
Kodak Plus-X Pan Film, Kodak Trl-X Pan Film and Kodak 2^75
Recording Film. These films were processed under the same
conditions ag^jforWf ,.i<3-frf) , when the film MTF curves were
determined. The negatives were then enlarged eight times
and were printed on Kodak Polycontrast Rapid RC Paper with
the enlarger set at f/8 and the exposure time needed to put
the image on the straight line portion of the characteristic
curve of the paper. The prints were then mounted on black
11" by lh" mount board.
The prints were mounted one at a time on a black wall
at eye level and were lit by a spotlight having a luminance
of 20 ft .-lamberts. The room was darkened following the
information presented in C. N. Nelson's lecture. The
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TEST TARGET
(figure 1)
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judges were asked tos
This is a test to determine the sharpness of an
image. Please move back and forth in relation
to the target and what is the maximum, distance
from the target that the target is still
acceptably sharp to you?
The next part of the subjective test was when the
judges were asked to scale the prints. The illumination was
of the same level as in part one, 20 ft-lamberts, and the
prints were viewed at lU" from the eye. The judges were
asked to scale the prints on this scale:
100 Excellent
99 - 90 Good
89 - 80 Fair
79 - 70 Passing
69 - Failing
with the control print (a print of the test subject that was
not imaged through the system) being rated at 100.
The magnifaction of the element in relation to the
retina was found by means of the following formulas:
1/x +
1/x'
= 1/f m = Image size/ object size
m =
x' / x
where f is the focal length of the eye ( 22.11 mm) , x is
the object distance, x'is the image distance and m is the
magnifaction.
The magnifaction of the enlarger with the eye at 1^"
from the print is
1/14" +
l/x'
=
1/.87" x' =
m = = .07
In this element the m^ is equal to m. In order to find the
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m for the camera and film, it is necessary to multiply the
magnifaction (m) by eight which is the magnifaction of the
negative in the imaging system. Since the image size in the
camera is the same as in the negative, the mi for both of
these elements is ,53.
The area under the element's MTF curve and MTF ordinate
squared curve was found by dividing the area under the curve
into a number of rectangles and summing the area of these
rectangles. The areas under the MTF curves are:
Camera 6^.83 mm""1
Panatomic-X 132.02 "
Plus-X Pan 81.30 J*
Tri-X Pan 73.71 "
. -m o ra7i 2^75 Recording 25. 16
"
ifcEkA ^ifXEX ^ Enlarger 2 3 . 92 "
r/A^^ ^ 0*^ Eye 53.22 "
And the areas under the MTF ordinate squared curves are:
Camera k-l,5k- mm"1
Panatomic-X 75.88 n
Plus-X Fan 59.7^ "
Tri-X Pan ^5.08 "
2^75 Recording 1^.35 "
Enlarger 15.0& "
Eye 3^.59 "
In order to get the MTF curves scaled to a system curve
the absicissa of each curve is multiplied by the
magnifaction of that element relative to the eye. For CMT
acutance, and by the magnifaction of that element relative to
the print for Nelson's method. Once the curve had the same
scale on the absicissa the curves were cascaded together.
This was done by multiplying the ordinate of one curve by
ordinate of another curve having the same absicissa value,
lur
then at a different absicissa value doing the same thing
until the system MTF curve is complete. The area under this
system curve is then found. The areas under the CMT system
curve are:
Panatomic-X system 0.9997 mm""1
Plus-X Pan system 1.057** "
Tri-X Pan system 1.03^2 "
27;75 Recording system 0.99^9 "
The areas under the 'Tel son system curve are:
Panatomic-X system 2.32 mm
Plus-X Pan system 2.3^ "
Trl-X Pan system 2.22 "
2^75 Recording system 1.58 "
Eye (standardized to 2.W- "
print )
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
SUBJECTIVE RESULTS
When the judges were asked to find the maximum viewing
distance of acceptable sharpness, these are the results:
system average standard number of
tested distance deviation observations
control 92.8 " 22.28 " 16
Pan-X 86.8 " 2^.53 " 17
Plus-X 85.8 n 23.06 " 17
Tri-X 82.2 " 21,*l4 " 53
2475 82.9 " 25.55 " 17
8
In order to determine if there is any statistical
difference between the systems a Bayesian statistical test
is employed. The probability that there is a difference
between the systems 1st
probability (mean^ - mean^>0) = 1 - Gau(0)x2-Xi,S )
s2
=
Sxx1
+ Sxx2 ( 1 + 1 \ 2P
n1 + n2 - 2\ni "2/ S**
= S ^n-1^
where S is the sample stancLard deviation, n is the number of
observations in the sample, and X is the average of the
sample.
From the use of this test, there is no statistical
difference between the four film system, and the probability
that there is a difference between the control and the four
films ranges from .77 for Pan-X to .96 for Tri-X.
Pan-X 89.6
Plus-X 85.6
Tri-X 78.3
2^75 77.^
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In the second part of the subjective testing, where the
judges Tfere asked to scale the prints the following results
occured:
system rating standard number of
deviation samples
5.32 23
5.30 22
6.52 20
7.^0 19
With this data, it was tested to determine if there was
a statistical difference of 10 or more amoung the system
ratings. A Bayeslan statistical test was employed. The
probability of a difference of 10 or more can be found using
this equation:
probability = 1 - Gau(lo|x2 - Xi, S2)
From the use of the test there is no statistical reason
to believe that there is a difference of 10 or more between
the ratings of these prints.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
OBJECTIVE RESULTS
In SET acutance the formula is:
SMT acutance = 120 - 25 log(200 m^/MTF
The two main constants are 120 and 25. Since tfie MTF eye
curve used in this experiment is different than the one used
in Crane's model it is logical to assume that the constants
will be different. The first constant is found by assuming
that the area under the MTF curve of all the elements except
the eye is infinity for a perfect system and the rating for
a perfect system is 100. The second constant was determined
experimentally from the subjective data. I am assuming that
it will not change for this data.
Using the constants A = 128.75 and 3 = 25 and the area
under the element's MTF curve as given on page 13, the SMT
acutances are:
SMT acutance ( Pan-X ) = 97.5
SMT acutance ( Plus-X) = 96.9
SMT acutance ( Tri-X ) = 96.7
SMT acutance ( 2^75 ) = 90.2
Using Shingo Ooue's principle in this model:
Ooue acutance = A - B log(200 mj/MTF ?
area)
the constant A becomes I38.IO and B Is assumed to be 25.
The areas under the MTF ordinate squared curve as given on
13
page 13, the acutance ratings are:
Ooue acutance ( Pan-X ) = 97.3
Ooue acutance ( Plus-X) = 97.0
Ooue acutance ( Tri-X ) = 96.5
Ooue acutance C 2475 ) = 88.6
In Cascaded Modulation Transfer acutance the formula is:
2
CMT acutance = 125 - 20 log (200/ MTF area . )
system
The first constant with the eye MTF curve used in this
experiment becomes 123, and the second constant is assumed
to be 20 0 Using these constants and the areas 6*n page 14
the CMT acutances are:
CMT acutance ( Pan-X ) = 31.0
CMT acutance ( Plus-X) = 3L9
CMT acutance ( Tri-X ) =31.5
CMT acutance ( 2475 ) = 30.9
The method for finding the quantity A/Ar in Nelson's
model is, shown in figure 2. The formula for Nelson's model
of sharpness is:
S = 100 + 53 log (A/Ar)
Using the constants in the model and the areas on page 14,
the acutances are:
S ( Pan-X ) = 98.3
S ( Plus-X) = 99.0
S ( Trl-X ) = 97.8
S ( 2475 ) = 90.0
1.0 -|
NELSON'S PAETHOO
-.-- ^CAMERA LENS
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DISCUSSION OF THE .ESSULTS
From part one of the subjective part of the test, where
the judges were asVed to find the maximum viewing distance
of acceptable sharpness, it can be seen that the prints have
about the same sharpness and that while they haVe less then
excellent sharpness they can be roughly classified as having
good to fair sharpness.
In the second part of the subjective sharpness segment
of this experiment, when the prints were rated, they were
all within a range of 10, which means that they are all of
the same general sharpness. They were in the fair to good
sharpness range.
When a correlation was run on the different acutance
models, the correlation coefficients are:
SMT acutance 0.67
Ooue acutance 0.66
CMT acutance 0.11
Nelson acutance O.69
For the correlation to be significant it has to be greater
than .81, since none of these models have a correlation
greater than .81 there Is no reason to believe that any of
these models are accurate for the system under test.
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CONCLUSIONS
Of the acutance models tested, none of them functioned
as well as they should of. One of the reasons for this is
that the models were not used under the same conditions as
the model was meant for. Different MTF eye curves were used
in the models then the eye curve in this system. The total
area under the MTF curves were used In the models rather
than a truncated area as was in this system. Since
different conditions were used the constants in the models
had to be changed, however only one of the constants was
corrected for the changed conditions.
Of the four models, the two models that used the system
MTF curve adjacency effects thra these models off even more.
Since the adjacency effects varied for the different films
the ratings were in a different order than the subjective
rating.
The two models that I believe are most effective are
SMT acutance because of its ease in calculation and its wide
use in industry and Nelson's model because of the lack of
assumptions in this model.
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APPENDIX A
ETF Computer Program Listing
INPUT IE THEOUEM !
OUTPUT 13 THROUGH . 0 8
D I ME N S 1 0N 0F I- t
'!"
1 ; T2 T I
'
.1. y A ND T T2 ME S T AGREE W I T H N F
AND WITH :CR!::A 1AE* (IRPAAA
E IS DIMENSIONED AT E 14AST AS EARBE AS THE GREATEST HUMEli
DIMENSION F(42) T1 ( 5 v4 2 ) AT2(5>"42) tF.'( 100) >AAM>
D I r-i ENS 1 0N T T 1 < 4 2 ) y T T 2 ( 4 2 )
REAL. !! ( 2 1 ) y D C 2 1 ) y C ( 4 y 2 1 >
DEL.X 19 THE SAMPLE SPAEINE IN MM
REAL. HEL.X/0* 00125/
REAL. PI/3. 1415926/
NF IS THE NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES TO BE ANALYZED
INTEGER NF/424
DATA F/ * 5 y 1 y 5 y 1 0 y IS y 20 y 25 v 30 v 35 y 40 y -45 y 50 * 55 60 y
165y7Oy75yS0yS5y90y95Al.OOy 105? ,'i 1 0 ? 1 15 y 120 - 125? 130 y
2 1 35 y 140 y 145 y 150 > 1 55 y 160 1 65 y 170 y 1 75 y 1 80 y 1 85 y
3 1 90 y 195 200/
BE EC
R OF bun
0
c
3 READ THE H AND D CURVES
C IF THE DENSITY OF STEP ONE IS 0* THE PRCEEAH ENDS NORMA!
999 RE rtD ( 20 1 980 ) I-l ( 1 ) > D ( 1 )
IF < DAI. ) A40,0, ) GOTO 1000
RE rtD < 20 y 980 ) H ( I 3' D ( I ) I 2 y 2 1
980 FORMAT C2F5* 2)
CALL SPEIE0(Dy|-M2:l. ? C >
C READ THE NUMBER OF CURVES FOR THIS
SET'
OF H AND D CURVE:
READ i 20 j- 981) IRF
981 FORMAT (ID
DO 1.0 I-ls-IRP
DO LO J=1NF
T 1 ( [yJA-O*
1 0 T2< [y J)-0,
?M
DO 11 ,1-1 yNF
TTHJ)-<A
11 TT2 (J )-">>?
WRITE* 103 y 902)
902 FORMAT < AI A?
DO 1 I-i yIRR
C DO THIS LOOP ONCE FOR EACH OF THE IRP
0 'FIRST READ ID LINE
READ ( 20 y 90;., ) AE { j. ) , kft ( 2 ) ft.ft ( 3 ) v AA (
9 0 0
F'
0 i:;: MAT A 4 y ft 3 *
I.'
2 y A 2 )
WRITE ( 108 :' 901 ) AA (3'5) ; Ai-i ( 4 )
9 0 :l. F 0RMA
"I"
( // 1OXA D A T A F 0 R T E A C E AI'2?
E NOW FIND OUT HOW MANY POINTS ARE IN Tl-
READ ( 20 y 9 03) N
903 FORMAT (13 )
C N 13 TEE NUMBER OF POINTS TO READ
WRITE ( 1087 904 ) N
9 0 4 F0R M h T < ' ' r ' # !' 0 1 N T 8 = AI2A!
C NOW READ THE DATA POINTS
PEAD ( 20 y 9 0 5 ) E ( 1 5 ) v 1 5 -- 1 y N
905 FORMAT (F3A2)
M= N
WRITE ( 108 y 907)
907 F 0RMA T (
'
DEN8 1 T 1 133S 0F TR A C E ' )
WR I TE ( 1 08 y 906 ) E ( 1 5 ) , I 5 ~ .1 y N
903 FORMAT ( 26 ( 1 X r F4 , 2 > )
908 FORMAT (3/)
C CONVERT FROM 0 TO LOG H
DO 2 J 3. A-i
XTEM^E(J)
CA I... I... S P I... I NE ( D y H / 2 1 y C y XTEM ? E ( J ) )
C THEN CONVERT TO LINEAR H
2 E(JMAi.0*4:EE(3)
iCES IN A SET
r-i a-.-, y
E 7.
.;
C NORMALIZE E TO A 1.0 TO 0.0 RANGE
C THIS IS KOSHER ACCORDING TO THE RESIDENT EGYPTIAN
C
EMAX"ECI. )
EMIN-E(l)
IF ( E ( M ) * OT , EMAX ) EMAX^E ( fi )
I F ( E CM)* I... T , EM I N ) EM I N =E ( M )
EDEI...--EMAX EMIN
DO 3 J1M
3 E( J)~<E( J) -EMIN)/EDEL
E THIS SECTION IS THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
DO 4 J~1NF
fr~-PI%BELX*f(J)
NS-(M'fl)/2
25
r, n
y M
T 1 ( I : ; :- T l 3 I y 3 A !
E'
( K ) 1 8 1 N ( 2* A E ( K - N S ) >
T2 ( I , J ) :-=T2 ( I v .... > -f E 3 !-; )'#COS ( 2 MAE ( K--N8 ) )
t :i. ( ;:: : 3 > - t j. ( 1 ? 3 ) * a * 2 -; c 0a ( in * 0 ^ a/ s 1 u . a )
T 2 ( I : 3 !' ~ T 2 3 I y . J .< 3A*2 - 8 1 33 ( M E A ) 3 A 7 3 1 N ( A )
134 ::: te c j. oo * 9 1 .;. : f < j ) , t :i. < i , 3 ) te ( 1 y . .; >
8 E R T
'
( 3 j. < I y 3 ) 3
"i"
.1. ( I y J ) ! T2 ( I y ...J ) >;:
"i"
2 (LJ))? J -- 1 y N !'
11 FORMAT (//rX; 'FREE
CONTINUE
T MTF' y.
)
IR O !" IPO":JRE'ES HAL-'E NEW BEEN PROCESSED
COMPUTE THE AVERhGE MTF
WRITE ( 108 y 912) AAA 3)
12 FORMAT (':!.' y///10Xy "SUMMARY FOR DATA T
DO 6 :i>
DO 6 J
3(3) y J-1 yNF
y ...j
lyNE
T T 1 ( J ) - TT 1 ( -J ) +T :l. ( :i3 i 3 ) /
1"
i...0A T ( I f
6 TT2(3) =TT2(8) +T2 ( I , J ) /
F'
I... 0 A T ( I F
W R I T E ( 1 0 8 y 9 1 3 ) F (J) / TT 1 ( 3 ) y T T 3
913 FORMAT (// y X ; A"REQ Tl
BO 7 J~1NF
7 T
"i"
:L ( J ) -8 V. :.: T< TT 1 ( xJ ) * TT .1 ( J 5 + T T 2 ( J ) % T T2 ( .J ) )
C NOW OUTPUT THE MTF " S
WRITE (108 r 902)
909 FORMAT ( ' 0 ' r 1 5X r ' MTF FOR SET ' y 12 y // y 3X y
1 3" FREQ MTF 'r/)
W3E!7rECA)8y909) AA(3)
9 1 0 FORMAT ( 3 ( 3X y F5 , 1 ? 2X y F8 , 3 ) )
WR I TE ( 1 08 y 9 1 0 ) F ( I ) T T 1 ( I ) y
F"
( I ; N F / 3 ) : T T 1 ( I iN
I"'
/ 3 ) ?
1 F ( I +2* N F /3 ) TT 1 ( I + 2 * N F / 3 ) y I = 1 r N F/ 3
C NCW RETURN TO T.E'E BEGINNING AND DO THE NEXT SET OF CURVES
GO TO 999
1000 CALL EXIT
ENB
C*E**3Y;K*E>k SUBROUTINE S PI... I CO #*######
C#**# FROM INTRODUCTORY COMPUTER METHODS AND NUMERICAL AN 4
Cttt-t 2ND EDITION R * i-U PENNINGTON > MACMILLAN CO*y 1970 YA
C*:Y *Y#Y
33 UBE 0 U T I N E S P I... I C 0 ( X y Y y M > C 3
D I MENS I ON X ( 2 1 ) Y ( 2 1 ) y D ( 2 1 > > i
1 y Z ( 2 1 )
MM::::M-Oi.
DO 2 lAAl. yMM
D<K>-X(K+1)-X<K>
P(K)-D(K)/6,
2 E(K)-(Y(Kil )--Y(E) )/D(K)
DO 3 K-2yMM
3 B(KXA3AK)H4(K-Ol. )
* > \i/ \><
/ E ( 2 1 ) y C ( 4 - 2 1 ) y A
tt
': ) .. T':
1 > ft )
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ACL j-2>=~-1 ,~D< 1)/D(2 3
A ( 1 y 3 ) " D ( 1 ) /D ( 3'' >
A ( 2 y 3 ) ~P ( 2 ) "!' ( 1 ) ;<A ( 1 , 3 ;
A (2 y 2) -2,3(9(1) IP(3))HEE*a3 -9)
A(7y8)-A(2;A:5)/7(2y2)
B(2)B(2)/E(2y2)
DO 4 E-:3yMM
A ( K ? 2 > -2 ? * ( P ( K-- 1 ) TR ( K ) ) -P ( K- 1 ) * E ( !
B ( K )B ( K ) -? ( E-- 1 );?:B ( |-o- ;. ;,
A(Ky3)"N::A!3)/A(K;E)
4 BUO^B(K)EA(Ky2)
Q~=D(M-2)/D(M-El.
A (My 1 A-ol ,-fCH-A(M-~2?3)
A(M?2)-~Q~A(:-.1. )*AA-:-ol. y3)
b3o/B(n-~2)~-A AAl)7B(M-7i. ?
Z(M * "B(M)o4- 3fA2;
M :!=== -4-2
DO 3 1=1 yMN
K--M-I
6 Z ( K ) = B ( K ) -A ( E y 3 ) *Z ( K + 1 )
Z ( .1. ) "-A ( 1 y 2 ) YE ( 2 ) -A ( 1 r 3 ) YZ ( 3 )
DO 7 K::"i y MM
Q-7i. ,/(6**D (K ) )
C(l y|<)=Z(K)YO
CC2K)=Z(K + .1)#Q
C ( 3 y K ) '( ( K ) /D ( I-; ) -A7 ( 14 ) ZP ( K )
7 C ( 4 y K ) - Y ( K + :!. ) / D ( K ) - 3 ( K + 1 ) 3 P ( K )
EEMJEN
END
0********** SUBROUTINE SPLINE ft*********
C**** EROM INTRODUCTORY COMPUTER METHODS AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS****
C**** 2ND EDITION R .H. PENNINGTON r MACMILLAN CO,y 1970*:
C**** Y*** ***7.
SUBROUTINE GPL INE ( X > Y > M y C y X INT y V INT )
J) IMENS 1 336' X ( 2 1 ) Y ( 2 1 ) y C ( 4 AMI. )
IFAX.ENE-XCL) )7yly2
1 YINT=Y<1)
RETURN
2 K~l
3 I F ( X I N T - X ( KM ) > 6 y 4 y 5
li-Ji'-H
RETURN
IAAAKL
IF(M-K)7r7y3
Y INT- ( X ( Kf 1 ) -X I NT ) >K ( C ( 1 , K ) * ( X ( K-f 1 ) -X I NT ) **2-fC ( 3 : K ) )
Y I N T=Y I N T ! ( X I N T - X ( K ) ) * ( C ( 2 * K ) * ( X I N T - 33 ( E ) ) 4* 2 { 0 ( 4 ? E ) )
RETURN
YINT-9.9E19
RETURN
END
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The input for this program is from, a file set up in thii
manne]
1 . 000
2.000
-.60
-.45
0<
0<
01
, 0 1
'35.000
4.000
5.000
-.30
-.14
0,00
0,
0<
.01
,01
,04
6.000
7,000
8 , 000
0.14
0.28
0.42
Oi
0<
,05
,07
,09
9.000
9.500
10.000
0.59
0.75
0.89
0.
0,
0.
,16
,36
,68
61 .000
12.000
13,000
1 .0:5
1,15
1,28
1 .
1,
1.
,10
A75
,89
1.4.000
15.000
.16,000
1 ,58
1.74
1,89
1.
n
,96
,00
,02
17,000
13,000
19,000
20,000
22,000
2.04
2.19
2.354
2.49
1
2
':>
A- '
,02
,03
,03
,03
23.000
24.000
25,000
CURVE
Am /
010
t 1 .0
26.000
27.000
28.000
Oil
012
016
29,000
30.000
31.000
024
032
094
32.000
33.000
34,000
142
170
178
35.000
36.000
37.000
182
186
190
38.000
39.000
40.000
194
196
197
4.1.000
42.000
435.000
200
200
200
44.000
45.000
46.000
'200
200
200
47.000
48.000
49.000
200
200
200
50.000
51.000
52.000
"200
200
200
Where the first twenty one lines
are the densities of the step
tablet With the first four values
beinp- these four values
Line 22 is the number of curves
to Me averaged together
line 23 is the Table for the
set of data
Line 2k- is the number of data
points
The data Is put in one density
value per line in this order
There must be an odd number of
data points and the middle data
point must be midway of the
exposure values
APPENDIX B
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MTF Curve of the Eye
(at 20 ml)
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MTF of Camera and Camera Lens
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MTF of Kodak Panatomic-X Film
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MTF of Kodak Plus-X Man Film
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MTF of Kodak Tri-X Pan Film
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MTF of Kodak 2^7^ Recording Film
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ETF of enlarger and enlarging lens
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